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	IMS: A New Model for Blending Applications (Informa Telecoms & Media), 9781420092851 (1420092855), Auerbach Publications, 2009
For over a hundred years of modern telecommunication history, public telephone communication has taken place over some form of a circuit switch transmission, which has evolved in its own right from analog to digital and from fixed to mobile networks. Now with the coming of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) technology, which merges the Internet world with the telecommunication world, the days of circuit switch technology as a principal mechanism for telecommunication systems are numbered. IMS has been a major work effort of the 3GPP standards bodies for several years now. With the ratification of the first IMS standards in the mobile network environment (in 3GPP Release 5.0, circa 2002), IMS has subsequently been endorsed by other standards bodies, most notably, 3GPP2 representing the other dominant mobile technologies, as well as ETSI TISPAN representing fixed carrier networks. Today, arguably, IMS has reached the critical mass of being a universal set of network services standards enabled by IP transport and SIP signaling that can span across mobile and fixed network environments in an ubiquitous way. Justifiably, IMS represents a quantum leap from the hundred-year-old circuitswitched network and individual services paradigm toward a packet-switched network fabric based on IP and SIP mechanisms enabling services and applications that are capable of carrying multimedia content with dynamic user control and on-demand reconfiguration.
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Robust Systems Theory and Applications (Adaptive and Learning Systems for Signal Processing, Communications and Control Series)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A complete, up-to-date textbook on an increasingly important subject
Robust Systems Theory and Applications covers both the techniques used in linear robust control analysis/synthesis and in robust (control-oriented) identification. The main analysis and design methods are complemented by elaborated examples and a group of worked-out...


		

Rough Sets and Current Trends in Computing: 4th International Conference, RSCTC 2004, Uppsala, Sweden, June 1-5, 2004Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Rough Sets and Current Trends in Computing, RSCTC 2004, held in Uppsala, Sweden in June 2004.
The 45 revised full papers and 60 revised short papers presented together with 3 invited papers and a bibliographic project report were carefully reviewed and...


		

A Combinatorial Introduction to TopologyDover Publications, 1994
Topology is remarkable for its contributions to the popular culture of mathematics. Euler's formula for polyhedra, the four color theorem, the Mobius strip, the Klein bottle, and the general notion of a rubber sheet geometry are all part of the folklore of current mathematics. The student in a first course in topology, however, must often wonder...




	

Mastering AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005Sybex, 2004
Mastering AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005 is a fully updated edition of Omura's enduring masterpiece. Once again, he delivers the most comprehensive and comprehensible coverage for AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT users including information on the Sheet Set Manager, field command, table tool and the software's other productivity enhancers. If...


		

Microsoft Word 2004 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2004
Sure, you were happy when the first Mac OS X-compatible version of Word arrived (after all, it's the one software program you can't live without). But this is the version you've really been waiting for. In contrast to Word for Mac OS X-which gelled nicely with the new OS but didn't offer much compelling additional...

		

Programming Language Pragmatics, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
"Michael Scott's book could have been entitled: Why Programming Languages Work. It takes a fresh look at programming languages by bringing together ideas and techniques usually covered in disparate language design, compiler, computer architecture, and operating system courses. Its comprehensive and integrated presentation of language...
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